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You are catching up to them. The man is young, you can 
see, and black hair falls on his forehead. His suit is black and 
old, hanging in folds and bags on his slight man-body, the 
wet cuffs turned up. 
They walk closely abreast, together under the black 
umbrella. Now the woman is talking to the man, smiling yet, 
and he is listening around the umbrella stem. What are they 
saying to each other? 
You are catching up to them. The woman, too, is young, 
and her black hair strains straight and tight back across her 
skull and mushrooms in a black knot behind. She wears 
black, like the man, a suit fitting close over her woman-body, 
and the bottom of the skirt sways around her legs. 
You are catching up to them. You are close now, but their 
voices are still soft and dim, far away, and now they walk in 
front of you, still speaking and laughing under the umbrella. 
You pass and see a grey drop of rain fall from the bat-
fingertips of the black-webbed umbrella. The skin of their 
faces looks alive. They stop speaking. 
You have passed now, and behind you the voices start 
again, still soft, distant, imperceptible. They fade to nothing 
as you walk on, and you can only hear the quick grit of your 
steps on the brown cement and feel the pendant rain. The 
larch will orange soon, you remember. 
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From beyond a colored wall 
thick with vermillion plants 
Mixed with blue-green clusters 
along a surface 
Stretching into the distance 
Comes a whispered touch 
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that lifts me straight in the chair 
with a strange feeling 
that tingles in my ears. 
Something out there wants to be touched 
and all the tools of the trade 
Won't tell you the answer. 
It starts with sunshine on the back 
and wind 
And begins to move with the seeing 
of small pod-like clusters 
Along a railroad track. 
It takes form in a hundred fading hours 
before the dawn 
And lays a silken fold across a conscious mind 
that sees no more. 
I feel it at night whining in the cords 
of trussed bridges 
And tossing a shrieked whistle 
among the bunched-up spruce. 
It comes in clutches that fill the lungs 
and turn the blood to water. 
It sours in my mouth 
and disappears 
Before the hard drive 
of practicality 
And men with cash registers in their heads 
And a real grasp of real things. 
But the whispers still come and the words organic 
still clings to my befuddled head 
And the tools still lie before me 
on the table. 
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